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Virtual humans should be responsive to unexpected events, life-like in their
behavior and interpretable so users can interpret their response to situations,
including their cognitive and emotional state. To address such demands, a variety
of approaches have been used to animate virtual humans. While procedural
animation is flexible to respond to events, hand-animated (or motion captured)
sequences are better suited to display life-like expressive behavior.

We propose that a combination of animation approaches may be required to
achieve responsive, life-like and interpretable behavior. Our motion control ar-
chitecture [1] is based on controllers that can be hierarchically interconnected in
real-time in order to achieve continuous motion. This approach has evolved into
a general character animation system called SmartBody, an open source modu-
lar framework for realizing embodied characters. Controllers in SmartBody can
employ arbitrary animation algorithms such as keyframe interpolation, motion
capture or procedural animation. Controllers can also schedule or blend other
controllers. Composable controllers provide flexibility and a wide range of po-
tential behaviors from a smaller set of simpler components.

In creating SmartBody, we seek a platform that supports research and fos-
ters collaboration in virtual human animation techniques as well as reduces the
barrier of entries to crafting virtual human applications.

1 Overview of Architecture
The problem of synthesizing realistic behaviors for conversational characters has
been addressed by several researchers (e.g., [2–4]). The main approach taken has
been to develop an animation architecture to fine tune it to meet with the behav-
ioral requirements at hand. Our main contribution is the design, development
and experimentation of a generic system able to address wide requirements. Our
approach is based on three main concepts: 1) development of primitive behav-
ioral motion controllers, 2) online hierarchical composition of controllers, and 3)
a behavioral and schedule manager able to assemble and orchestrate controllers
following input BML specifications.

Smartbody implements the behavior realization component of the SAIBA
embodied conversational agent framework [5]. That is, it transforms BML per-
formance descriptions into character animation and synchronized audio.



The behavior processing of Smartbody has two major components. The first
is the behavior & schedule manager, which parses incoming BML. In our appli-
cations, this BML comes from a non-verbal behavior generator (NVBG) [6] that
generates BML from the agent’s communicative functional markup language
(FML) request. The behavior & schedule manager maps each BML request to a
set of skeleton-driving motion controllers, feedback events, and schedule edits.

The second major component is the motion controller engine that maintains
and evaluates a hierarchical schedule of immediate and future motions for each
character. The behavior & schedule manager makes necessary edits to this sched-
ule, usually comprised of inserting new motions. For each evaluation cycle, the
controller engine executes and combines the immediate motion controls, and
generates a set of skeletal joint rotations and translations.

The results are sent over a fast network protocol to the system’s rendering
engine. The renderer applies the skeletal motion to the character’s deformable
mesh, displayed within the application scenario. This separation from the appli-
cation rendering system keeps SmartBody portable to multiple rendering engines
and allows us to distribute the animation processing of multiple characters.

Smartbody has been applied successfully to six virtual human projects, in-
cluding SASO-ST, ELECT, Virtual Rapport and Virtual Patient. The projects
range from research platforms to training applications (Figure 1). Overall, Smart-
Body has proven to be efficient and flexible, greatly reducing time and cost.

Fig. 1. SASO-ST, ELECT & Virtual Patient.
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